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COLUMN FORM AND CLAMP ASSEMBLY 

This application is a division of application Ser. No. 
145,333 ?led May 20, I971, now US. Pat. No. 
3,724,801. 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

Numerous types of clamping devices have been de 
veloped for use with concrete forms. Healy, in US. Pat. 
No. 907,496, discloses a clamp for mold forms used in 
concrete columns. This clamp consists of rigid bars 
provided with apertures. Bolts fasten the bars to one 
another around the mold forms to hold the mold forms 
in generally rectangular relationship. This same general 
design was carried forward in US Pat. No. 1,566,377, 
No. 1,634,111, No.l,683,929 and No. 1,704,307. Each 
of these patents shows a clamping device having rigid 
bars pivotally joined to each other. The bars extend 
around a generally rectangular concrete form. Special 
locking structures are used to hold the bars in general 
rectangular relationship around the forms. These 
clamping devices have numerous separate members 
which are necessary for securing them in place. Also, 
the clamps do not provide a positive means for main 
taining the square relationship of the forms. Knorr, in 

_ U.S. Pat. No. 3,475,017, discloses a clamp having mat 
ing pairs of angle irons with the ?ange of one angle iron 
of each clamp being notched for receiving the notched 
angle iron of a companion clamp. These members must 
be disassembled to remove the clamp from the board. 
They do not provide pivoting and release structures 
which permit opening of the form after the concrete 
column has been poured. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

The invention is broadly related to a clamp assembly 
for holding a structure in a predetermined position. 
The clamp assembly functions in combination with a 
concrete column form used in making a concrete col 
umn. The'form has two relatively movable sections that 
are attached to the clamp assembly. The clamp assem 
bly comprises two right angle units that are pivotally 
attached to each other at one end and are releasably 
connected at the other end to form a generally rectan 
gular clamp that is disposed about the form. The clamp 
assembly can be disassembled to permit the forms to 
move to an open position, whereby the form and clamp 
assembly can be removed as a unit from the concrete 
column. Each unit has a corner bracket means to con 
nect separate bar means of the unit in a ?xed right 
angle relationship relative to each other. The bracket 
means comprises a box‘like structure having a ?rst pas 
sage for receiving one of the bars of the clamp and a 
second passage disposed normally to the ?rst passage 
for receiving the other bar of the unit. Nut and bolt as 
semblies are used to releasably attach the bracket to 
both of the bars. The bars of each unit are generally U 
shaped in cross section and are generally U-shaped or 
channel members having inwardly directed ?anges 
linearally along the open ends of the members. 

IN THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a side elevational view of a concrete column 
form and clamp assembly of the invention; 
FIG. 2 is an enlarged sectional viewtaken along the 

line 2—2 of FIG. 1; 
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2 
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of the rigid right angle 

corner bracket of the clamp assembly; 
FIG. 4 is a sectional view taken along the line 4-4 

of FIG. 3; 
FIG. 5 is a top plan view of the releasable locking 

structure of the clamp assembly; 
FIG. 6 is a sectional view taken along the line 6—6 

of FIG. 5; and 
FIG. 7 is a fragmentary perspective view showing the 

open clamp assembly and the stripping of the form 
from a concrete column. 

Referring to the drawing, there is shown in FIGS. 1 
and 2 a generally upright concrete column form indi 
cated generally at 10 surrounding a space 11 having a 
generally rectangular horizontal area. The space 11 is 
adapted to receive concrete and reinforcing bars to 
provide a generally upright concrete column. The form 
10 comprises four panels or sheathings 12, 13, 14 and 
16 secured to a plurality of upright supports 17, as 
wood 2 X 6’s or the like. The form 10 is attached with 
fasteners (not shown) to a plurality of vertically spaced 
clamp assemblies indicated generally at 18, 18A and 
18B which function to hold the form in its closed posi 
tion as shown in FIG. 2. The panels are mounted on the 
clamp assemblies in pairs so that each form has two 
sections or parts that can move relative to each other. 
The side members of the clamp assemblies 18, 18A and 
18B are reinforced with ?rst generally upright pair of 
beams 19 and second pair of upright beams 21. Fasten 
ers 22 are used to connect the beams to the adjacent 
supports 17 of the form. Some of the fasteners 22, as 
the top fastener, can be elongated bolts or rods that ex 
tend through or over the column, thereby functioning 
as clamps forcing the beams 19 and 21 toward each 
other. Additional reinforcing beams can be used with 
the opposite portions of the collars. Also, additional re 
inforcing beams can be used on the same portions of 
the clamp assemblies. 
The following description is limited to clamp assem- - 

bly l8. Clamp assemblies 18A and 18B are identical 
‘with the clamp assembly 18. Additional clamp assem 
blies can be used with form 10. In general, as the length 
of the form increases, the number of clamp assemblies 
used on the form increases. 
As shown in FIG. 2, clamp assembly 18 comprises a 

pair of side bars 23 and 24 connected with end bars 26 
and 27. The adjacent ends of bars 23 and 27 are pivot 
ally connected with a generally upright pivot member 
28, as a bolt or pin. Bars 24 and 27 are held in a ?xed - 
right angle relationship with a corner member 29. In a 
similar manner, bars 23 and 26 are held in ?xed right 
angular relationship by a corner member 31. Corner 
members 29 and 31- permit longitudinal adjustment to 
both of the bars relative to their respective corner 
members. This allows the clamp assembly to be used 
with various column sizes. The corner members 29 and 
31 are identical in structure. The following description 
is limited to comer member 29, shown in detail in 
FIGS. 3 and 4. 
As shown in FIGS. 3 and 4, the bar 24 has a generally 

U-shaped con?guration having parallel sides 32 and 33 
joined together with a back 34. The open side of the 
bar has inwardly directed lips or ?anges 35 and 36. This 
structure is generally known as a Unistrut bar. Bars 23, 
26 and 27 are of identical shape. 
Comer member 29 has a generally ?at top 37 and ?at 

bottom 38. The edges of the top and bottom are joined 
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with generally ?at sides 39, 41, 42 and 43. This struc 
ture forms a generally box- or cube-shaped unit having 
normally disposed walls. Corner member 29 has a ?rst 
passage or opening 44 extended through the walls 39 
and 41 to accommodate with a close sliding fit the side 
bar 24. A second opening 46 positioned at right angles 
with respect to the ?rst opening extends through the 
walls 39 and 41. The openings 44 and 46 are of a size 
and shape to receive a bar with a close sliding ?t so that 
the inner walls of the corner member hold the bars in 
normal relationship to each other. 
A ?rst pair of fasteners 47 and 48 function to releas 

ably hold corner member 29 in a ?xed assembled rela 
tion with the bar 24. A second pair of fasteners 49 and 
51 function to hold the bar 27 in assembled relation 
with corner member 29. FIG. 4 shows fastener 48 as 
comprising a bolt 52 threaded into a nut 53 located 
within the channel of bar 24. The nut 53 has lateral ribs 
54 which ?t under the ?anges or lips 34 and 36, thereby 
holding the nut from turning. The bolt 52 extends 
through a‘hole 56 in the wall 39 so that the bolt 52 
functions to clamp the bar 24 to corner member 29. 
Fasteners 47, 49 and 51 are identical in structure and 
function as the fastener 48. 
As shown in FIGS. 5 and 6, bars 24 and 26 are releas 

ably joined with a quick release or lock mechanism in 
dicated generally at 57. The mechanism 57 is at the 
corner of the clamp assembly that is located diagonally 
from pivot member 28. Lock mechanism 57 comprises 
an offset bracket 58 secured by means of a weld to the 
top of bar 26. Bracket 58 has a generally upright back 
59 and a forwardly directed top ?ange 61. As shown in 
FIG. 6, when the bar 24 is in assembled relation with 
respect to bracket 58, the top ?ange 61 is located over 
and in close proximity to the top of bar 24. The back 
59 of the bracket 58 has a hole 62 axially aligned with 
a nut 63 welded to the back. 
Disposed along the open side of the bar 24 is a plate 

64 having a hole for a fastening bolt 66. Bolt 66, ex 
tended through a hole in the base of bar 24, is threaded 
into the nut 63 to clamp bar 24 to bracket 58. The bolt 
66 extends through a friction or resilient washer 67. 
The washer 67 is rectangular in shape and is located in 
frictional engagement with the sides of bar 24 to pre 
vent the bolt 66 from falling out of the bar 24 when it 
is detached from nut 63. 

Plate 64 is adjustably mounted on bar 24 with fas 
tener 68. Fastener 68 comprises a bolt that extends 
through a suitable hole in plate 64 into the space be 
tween the sides of bar 24. The bolt is threaded into a 
nut 69 that is prevented from turning by the lips of the 
bar. The nut 69 is identical in shape and structure to 
nut 53. 
The form 10 is constructed of a size and length as re 

quired by the speci?cation of the concrete column. The 
length as well as the width of each clamp assembly are 
readily adjusted by releasing the fasteners 47, 48, 49 
and 51, as shown in FIGS. 3 and 4. This permits the 
bars to be moved relative to the corner members. The 
releasable lock mechanism 57 is adjusted relative to 
bar 24 by releasing fastening member 68. The plate 64 
is moved to a position wherein bolt 66 is aligned with 
a hole in the base of bar 24 so that bolt 66 can be 
moved through the base and into the nut mounted on 
bracket 58. The well adjusted clamp assemblies 18, 
18A and MB are then placed around the form and se 
cured to the form panels with fasteners (not shown) as 
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4 
nuts, bolts, screws and the like, at spaced intervals to 
provide the necessary reinforcement for the panels. 
The reinforcing beams, as beams 19 and 21, are then 
mounted on the clamp assemblies and panels to pro 
vide additional reinforcement, if required. The form is 
closed and held in the closed position with locking 
mechanism 57 on each clamp assembly. Bolt 66 is 
threaded into nut 63 to ?rmly hold the clamp assembly 
about the form. 
After the concrete has been poured into the space 1 1 

of form 10 and the concrete is set, form 10 can be re 
moved from the column 71, as shown in FIG. 7, without 
disassembling the form or removing the clamp assem 
blies from the panels. The releasable locking mecha 
nisms 57 are disengaged by merely removing a single 
bolt 66 from its associated nut 63. The resilient friction 
washer 67 holds the bolt in assembled relation with the 
bar 24. With the locking mechanisms 57 released, the 
form and clamp assemblies can be swung open away 
from the concrete column. The form is then cleaned 
and oiled, making it ready for use with another column. 
The form is closed by merely swinging the form along 
with the clamp assemblies back to its closed position. 
The form is locked in the closed position by attaching 
bolt 66 to nut 63. 
While there has been shown and described a pre 

ferred embodiment of the invention, it is understood 
that various changes and substitutions can be made by 
one skilled in the art without departing from the spirit 
of the invention. The invention is de?ned in the follow 
ing claims. 
The embodiments of the invention in which an exclu 

sive property or privilege is claimed are de?ned as fol 
lows: 

1. A comer assembly to hold a concrete column form 
in a closed position comprising: a ?rst bar means and 
a second bar means located generally normal to the 
?rst bar means corner means attachable to the first bar 
means and second bar means to ?x said ?rst and second 
bar means in an angular relationship relative to each 
other, said corner means comprising a unit having a 
?rst side wall means including a ?rst passage for receiv 
ing a ?rst bar means and a second side wall means in 
cluding a second passage disposed at an angle with re 
spect to the ?rst passage for receiving the second bar 
means, and clamp means releasably securing the unit to 
both bar means to ?x the angular relationship between 
said bar means, said clamp means having a ?rst portion 
located on the ?rst side wall means vertically adjacent 
the ?rst passage to secure the second bar means, and 
a second portion located on the second side wall means 
vertically adjacent the second passage to secure the 
?rst bar means, said clamp means comprising nut and 
bolt assemblies having nuts disposed within the bar 
means and bolts cooperating with the clamp means and 
threaded into the nuts to hold the bar means and corner 
means in a selected adjusted position. 

2. The corner assembly of claim 1 wherein: said cor 
ner means is a cube-shaped unit having a top wall and 
a bottom wall joined to the ?rst side wall means and the 
second side wall means. 

3. The corner assembly of claim 1 wherein: the first 
and second passages are laterally spaced from each 
other and are normally disposed relative to each other. 

4. A corner assembly to hold a concrete column form 
in a closed position comprising: a ?rst bar means and 
a second bar means located generally normal to the 



5 
?rst bar means, each of said bar means being an elon 
gated generally U-shaped member having inwardly 
turned lips along the open sides thereof, corner means 
attachable to the ?rst bar means and second bar means 
to ?x said ?rst and second bar means in angular rela 
tionship relative to eachother, said corner means com 
prising a cube-shaped unit having a ?rst side wall 
means including a ?rst passage for receiving a ?rst bar 
means and a second side wall means including a second 
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passage disposed at an angle with respect to the ?rst 
passage for receiving the second bar means, and means 
releasably securing the unit to both bar means to ?x the 
angular relationship between said bar means compris 
ing separate nut and bolt assemblies, each assembly 
having a nut disposed within the generally U-shaped 
member and having ribs which cooperate with the in! 
wardly turned lips to prevent rotation of the nut. ' 

* * * * * 


